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Prayer Can Be Taught…and Learned

- **Disciples Asked**

- **Jesus Answered**
  - by example
  - by practice
  - by instruction
We Pray To A Specific Person

- God is not exclusively “male” in the Bible
- Father is not always a positive term
- Jesus teaches us to “re-calculate” our understanding of God as Father
Jesus’ View Of God As Father

- He is paying attention  
  Mt 6:6
- He knows our heart  
  Lk 18:9-14
- He wants to bless “more”  
  Lk 11:11-13
- He seeks our best  
  Mt 26:39  
  Heb 5:7-12
God Is Unlike Anyone You Have Ever Known

- **The One “In Heaven”**
  - Transcendent
  - Immanent
- **The One Who Is “Holy”**
  - Completely Holy
  - Fully Man
Who Are You Praying To?